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Corrigendum

Page 6: Acknowledgements – Text change:
‒ Para. 1 – Full stop at end of paragraph 1.
‒ Para. 2 – After Yasmine Rockenfeller insert “Rolf Schwarz”;
– After Lisa Williams insert “as well as Rachel Scott and Hugh Macleman, former
colleagues from the OECD.”
– After de Quirós insert “Tomas Hos”
– After on aid statistics insert “and to Jieun Kim (OECD), Lydia Poole (independent
consultant) and Joseph Stead (OECD) for their insights on financing and taxation.”
‒ Para. 3 – After ‘Margherita Capellino (UN Peacebuilding Support Office),’ insert “Helder da
Costa (General Secretary g7+)”
Page 7: Acknowledgements – Text change :
‒ After Para. 1 (ending with International Monetary Fund) – reinsert the original text as
follows: “Sara Batmanglich (World Bank), Ana Maria Menéndez (United Nations), Paloma
Durán y Lalaguna, Cyprien Fabre, and Ida McDonnell (OECD) provided additional comments
and feedback at key stages.”
‒ Para. 2 – After Sara Casadevall Bellés insert “Jessica Voorhees”.
Page 10: Text change:
‒ Para. 2 – Change 24.1 to 18.4
Page 11: Text chage:
‒ Para. 2 – After ‘The systems of actors and approaches to fragility’ change ‘are’ to “is”
Page 13: Executive Summary – Text change
‒ Para. 1 – End of paragraph, after of ‘non-fragile’ insert “developing”
Page 14: Executive Summary – Text change
‒ Para. 3 – Last sentence. Change ‘Absent further’ to “Absent mitigating”
Page 15: Executive Summary – Text change
‒ Para. 1 – After ‘2018 focused on’ delete ‘conflict prevention and security’ and insert
“conflict, peace and security.”
Page 20: Text change
‒ In Brief point 6 – Change ‘Absent further’ to “Absent mitigating”
Page 30: Box 1.4 – Text change
‒ Para. 1 – Last sentence. After ‘Last year’ delete ‘the first ever’ insert “for the first time ever,
data from a”
‒ Para. 1 – Last sentence. After Papa New Guinea DHS change ‘was’ to “were”
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‒ Para. 2 – After ‘the historical peak in’ change ‘2015’ to “2013”
Page 31: Text change. Insert reference
‒ Under second sub-heading delete ‘As illustrated in Table 1.1,’ change ‘although’ to
“Although”
‒ Under second sub-heading, after ‘across fragile contexts’ insert citation “(Sachs et al. 2020
[17])”
Page 33: Text change
‒ At end of first sub-section. Delete comma after ‘average’ and insert comma after ‘nonfragile’
‒ Second sub-section. After ‘against civilians in’ change ‘53’to “54”
Page 34: Text change. Edit reference
‒ Para. 2 – Change ‘as fragility worsens in most extremely fragile’ to “as fragility intensifies in
extremely fragile”
‒ Para. 2 – Change ‘(Institute for Economics and Peace, 2020, p. 4[56]).’ to “(Institute for
Economics and Peace, 2020 [56]).
Page 42: Text change
‒ Para. 3 – After ‘education and social’ change ‘protections’ to “protection”
Page 46: Infographic 1.2 - Text and figure change
‒ Sources – Change ‘Official development assistance in fragile contexts’ to “States of Fragility
and official development assistance”
Page 51: Text change in source and notes under figure 1.11. Main body – text change.
‒ Figure 1.11 – In Notes delete ‘Figure 1.10.’ insert “Figure 1.9.”
‒ Second sub-section, para. 2 – Insert full stop after and “(Gaspar, Jaramillo and Wingender,
2016[125])”
Page 54: Text change
‒ Second sub-section, para. 1 – Change ‘2019’ to “2018” and ‘over USD 1.3 trillion’ to “around
113.5 billion”
Page 56: Change to source under Figure 1.14
‒ Figure 1.14 – Notes – Add "Remittances may also be sent through informal channels not
captured here."
Page 57: Text change. Insert endnote.
‒ Para. 1 – Delete ‘UN’ insert “IMF”
‒ Para. 1 – Delete ‘(UN, 2020[69]).’ Insert “(Thompson, 2020[113]).”
‒ Para. 1 – Delete ‘just one-fifth’ insert “around one-fifth”
‒ Para. 3 – After ‘Debt Service Suspension Initiative’ insert “(DSSI)”
‒ Para. 3 – Change ‘It is likely that if no further measures are taken, debt service will amount
to around’ to “It is likely that without mitigating measures, debt service would amount to
around”
‒ Para. 5 – After ‘borrowers and lenders’ insert endnote “As part of COVID-19 responses,
some immediate steps have been taken, for example by bilateral lenders under the debt
service suspension initiative (DSSI), and by the IMF and donors under the Catastrophe
Containment and Relief Trust (CCRT), to either defer the timing of repayment, or pay debt
service on behalf of low-income countries. At the time of writing, these initiatives extend
until the end of 2020 (DSSI) or for six months, to be potentially extended for up to two years
(CCRT) (Thompson, 2020 [113]).”
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Page 62: Reference revision.
‒ Change ‘OECD (2020), Achieving Sustainable Debt in Fragile Contexts, OECD Publishing,
Paris.’ to “OECD (2020), Achieving sustainable debt in fragile contexts, OECD Publishing,
Paris.”
Page 66: Notes – Text change
‒ Note 2 – Delete ‘Fragility Resilience Assessment Tool’ insert “fragility Risk and Resilience
Analysis Tool.”
Page 73: Text change in source under Figure 2.2
‒ Figure 2.2 – Source – Change script for the 9 after 2019 to superscript
Page 74: Text change
‒ Para. 2 – Insert comma after ‘Of these attacks’
Page 77: Text change
‒ Para. 1 – Insert comma after ‘Preventing Violent Conflict’
Page 79: Text change
‒ Para. 1 – After ‘Bougainville’s’ insert “future”
Page 91: Text change
‒ Para. 3 – Change ‘Two examples are Belgium’s Fragility Resilience Management Exercise
(FRAME) and Denmark’s Fragility and Resilience Assessment Tool pilots.’ to “Two examples
are Belgium’s Fragility Resilience Management Exercise and Denmark’s Fragility Risk and
Resilience Analysis Tool pilots.”
Page 104: Box 3.1 – Text change
‒ Box 3.1 – Insert full stop at end of para. 2
Page 108: Text change
‒ Second sub-section para. 2 – Change ‘complementary’ to “complementarity”
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